Humantiarian Update #55

as of June 15, 2023
Another Drone delivered... this one to Ukraine’s Ministry of Interior
And two more drones to our freedom fighters...
Thanks to our generous partner Rachael Ray, UCCA procured a new sound system, which has been installed at the St. John Bosco Education Center in Lviv, Ukraine.
Two consecutive Sunday editions of The New York Times - June 4th & June 11th - carried a full-page ad paid for by the American Foreign Policy Council on how to help Ukraine.

UCCA was one of the 6 vetted organizations recommended to support.

Thank you AFPC for your support!
UCCA 10,000+ GENERATORS Project

“Another unit of the Armed Forces of Ukraine received generators sent to Ukraine from the USA as aid. Thanks a lot, to Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, and to everyone involved for the possibility of mass supply of such equipment to the Armed Forces of Ukraine!”
...and more generators reaching the frontlines
UCCA receives creative thank you for generators from our freedom fighters
The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA.org), has been providing direct relief in the form of humanitarian & medical aid and non-lethal military assistance to help alleviate the challenges Ukraine continues to face due to the aggressor’s unprovoked genocidal war.

On behalf of UCCA please accept our sincerely thanks for your support over the last 16 months! We hope UCCA can count on your continued generous support during this critical time for Ukraine!

UCCA earned a 2023 Platinum Seal of Transparency, the highest award from the charity rating organization Candid. Formerly known as Guidestar, Candid is the world’s largest source of information on nonprofit organizations. Out of all non-profits registered in the United States, only roughly 6% receive the Platinum level of transparency.